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Screw together construction allows for  
cleaning and adjustments.

Aggressive Bi-Directional Texturing® offers better  
traction and improves ergonomics for smoother opening.

Dual skeletonized stainless steel liners make the knife 
stronger and lighter with all components attaching 
through the liners for enhanced sturdiness and rigidity.

Blade has a stronger tip, an enlarged 13mm opening  
hole and slip resistant jimping on the spine.

Phosphor Bronze bushings smooth out the  
open/closing action.

New 4-way black steel clip lets you set the folder for  
tip-up/tip-down and left/right-handed carry.

The Fusion of 
Innovation and Performance



STreNgTh iN 
iNNovATioN
Until fifteen years ago the knife industry could be clas-
sified as a conservative enterprise.  in 1990 Spyderco 
shook things up, changing the way knife hounds looked 
at high-performance one-hand-open pocketknives with 
the introduction of our Delica and endura lightweight 
folders.  Both folders settled into bestseller spots in 
Spyderco’s line up and we haven’t slowed improving 
them since.  Their refinement has been so continual  
we tagged the updating/upgrading process with the 
term CQi - Constant Quality improvement.  During 
their CQi journey we’ve tweaked ergonomics, refined 
blade steels and fine-tuned  performance countless 
times.  This evolutionary work in progress reaches a 
zenith with our new 2006 Delica4 and endura4. They 
may even make those same knife hounds raise a brow 
again after fifteen years.

whAT’S New 
AND why iT’S BeTTer

C10SS-4/C11SS-4 Stainless Delicas and enduras did not 
escape the ongoing CQi sweep.  The blade steel is upgraded 

to high carbon vg-10 and the handles now also offer a 4-way 
carry clip.  Steel handled knives have just enough weight to 

reassuringly remind you they’re in your pocket, ready when you 
need them.

C10Tr/C11Tr
Trainers teach safe opening/closing skills, actions and drills without 

the consequences of meeting a sharp edge.
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 MoDel CloSeD overAll BlADe eDge BlADe STeel weighT eDge TyPeS
	 C10BK	Endura	 5”		127mm	 8-3/4		222mm	 3-3/4”		96mm	 3-7/16”		88mm	 VG-10	 3.6oz		103g	 SE,	PE,	CE

	 C11BK	Delica	 4-1/4”		108mm	 7-1/8”		181mm	 2-7/8”		73mm	 2-9/16”		65mm	 VG-10	 2.5oz		71g	 SE,	PE,	CE

	 C10	Endura	SS	 4-7/8”		124mm	 8-3/4”		222mm	 3-7/8”		98mm	 3-7/16”		87mm	 VG-10	 5-5/8oz		161g	 SE,	PE,	CE

	 C11	Delica	SS	 4-3/16”		106mm	 7-1/16”		179mm	 2-7/8”		73mm	 2-9/16”		65mm	 VG-10	 4oz		114g	 SE,	PE,	CE

	 C10TR	Endura	 5”		127mm	 8-9/16”		217mm	 3-9/16”		91mm	 N/A	 AUS-6	 3.6oz		103g	 N/A

	 C11TR	Delica	 4-1/4”		108mm	 7”		178mm	 2-7/8”		73mm	 N/A	 AUS-6	 2.5oz		71g	 N/A


